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Welcome to today’s workshop 

HSC Science Examiner report feedback  

How Oxford Insight Science supports students 
for Stage 6 success 

Overview of the Oxford Insight Science series  

Questions and comments 
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B 
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C 
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Organisation of content in Stages 4 and 5 Science 



Mapping Working Scientifically skills 
Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 

Questioning 
and predicting 

Identifies questions and problems 
that can be tested or researched and 
makes predictions based on 
scientific knowledge 

Develops questions or hypotheses to be 
investigated scientifically 

develops and evaluates questions and 
hypotheses for scientific investigation 

Planning 
investigations 

Collaboratively and individually 
produces a plan to investigate 
questions and problems 

Produces a plan to investigate identified 
questions, hypotheses or problems, 
individually and collaboratively  

designs and evaluates investigations 
in order to obtain primary and 
secondary data and information  

Conducting 
investigations 

Follows a sequence of instructions to 
safely undertake a range of 
investigation types, collaboratively 
and individually 

Undertakes first-hand investigations to 
collect valid and reliable data and 
information, individually and 
collaboratively 

conducts investigations to collect valid 
and reliable primary and secondary 
data and information 

Processing and 
analysing data 
and information  

Processes and analyses data from a 
first-hand investigation and 
secondary sources to identify trends, 
patterns and relationships and draw 
conclusions 

Processes, analyses and evaluates 
data from first-hand investigations and 
secondary sources to develop 
evidence-based arguments and 
conclusions 

selects and processes appropriate 
qualitative and quantitative data and 
information using a range of 
appropriate media 

analyses and evaluates primary and 
secondary data and information 

Problem 
solving 

Selects and uses appropriate 
strategies, understanding and skills 
to produce creative and plausible 
solutions to identified problems 

Applies scientific understanding and 
critical thinking skills to suggest possible 
solutions to identified problems 

solves scientific problems using 
primary and secondary data, critical 
thinking skills and scientific processes 

Communicating Presents science ideas, findings and 
information to a given audience 
using appropriate scientific 
language, text types and 
representations 

Presents science ideas and evidence 
for a particular purpose and to a specific 
audience, using appropriate scientific 
language, conventions and 
representations  

communicates scientific understanding 
using suitable language and 
terminology for a specific audience or 
purpose 



Stage 6 Examiner reports: 
What do students need to improve? 

Questioning and predicting: 
 
• Explicitly outlining how the dependent variable will be 

measured 
 

 



Planning and conducting investigations:  
 
• “Distinguishing between the aim of an experiment and a hypothesis”  
• “Explaining the relationship between two variables tested in an 

experimental method rather than just describing it” 
• “Providing examples of variables to be kept constant to increase the 

validity of the experiment”  
• “Understanding that repetition is a necessary requirement to ensure 

experiments are reliable”  
• “Describing why variables need to be kept constant in a fair test” 
• Students continue to struggle with distinguishing between reliability, 

validity and accuracy.  



Processing and analysing data and information: 
  
• “Constructing graphs with a ruler and noting the scale for accuracy” 
• “Identifying the line of best fit” 
• “Correctly placing the independent variable on the x-axis and the 

dependent variable on the y-axis” 
• “Ensuring all numbers in a table are correctly rounded to the same 

number of decimal places” 
• “Ensuring numbers in a table are correctly rounded off to the same 

number of decimal places” 
• “Using correct units relating to a question, for example, car speed is 

usually measured in kilometres per hour rather than metres per 
second” 

• Performing mathematical equations and correctly applying formulas  
 



 
Communicating:  
 
• “Correctly writing a procedure with enough material “ 
• “Avoiding using generalised information, for example, self-reproduction 

or non-sexual reproduction” 
• “Communicate succinctly and logically using correct terminology” 

 
 



How can we scaffold 
these skills better in 

Stages 4 & 5? 

Oxford Insight Science focuses on developing 
key science skills from day one.  
 

 



• All subject matter in the syllabus 
has been included and ordered 
sequentially to help scaffold 
learning. 

 
• Every chapter opener clearly 

indicates which syllabus points 
are covered. 
 

• If it’s covered in the syllabus, it’s 
covered in our book! 

1 
Complete 
syllabus 
coverage 



• HSC key words are used from 
Stage 4 so students are prepared 
to answer when they reach Stage 
6  
 

• Science skills are targeted through 
‘Skill builders’ in each section 
 

• Questions focus on application as 
well as consolidation  

2 
A pathway 

to HSC 
Success  



 
 
 
 

• a section-based approach to ensure our 
Student books are easier to navigate – 
one section, one concept, one lesson.  

 
• Concepts delivered in plain English, with, 

concise, instructional language 
 

• added more graphic organisers and 
images to support learning 

 
• built in differentiation opportunities 

 

3 
Easier to 
use and 

more 
accessible 

To make our resources simple and easy to 
use, we have: 



 
• Editable worksheets for all 

investigations in the obook assess 
 
• Risk assessments and lab tech 

notes for all practical activities 
 
• A dedicated chapter in each 

Student book to assist students 
plan and finish their Student 
Research Project   

4 
Support for 
experiments 

and the 
Student 

Research 
Project 



• Teachers are provided with a 
range of additional support 
materials (i.e. differentiated 
worksheets, teaching notes, 
assessment tasks and answers to 
all questions). 
 

• Spread-based learning 
 

• obook content is assignable to 
students at the discretion of the 
teachers 

5 
Full 

support for 
teachers 



Working scientifically 

Chapter 1, Working Scientifically, is 
a stand-alone reference chapter 
that appears at the front of each 
Student book. It includes: 
 
- An introduction and step by step 

instructions on how to master 
science skills:  
Questioning and predicting 
Planning investigations 
Conducting investigations 
Processing and analysing data 
Problem solving  
Communicating  

 
- A guide to carrying out scientific 

research safely and ethically 



A quick tour of the new Student Books  
 

• Check your learning questions aligned 
to Bloom’s taxonomy 
 

• Skill builder questions in every section 
to scaffold skill development 
 

• Investigations, Challenges and Skills 
lab provide practical opportunities 
 

• Margin glossary definitions for literacy 
support 
 

• Worked examples for better application 
 

• Working Scientifically chapter targets 
skill acquisition and development 
 

• Student Research Project chapter 
supports students to complete this 
assessment 



The topic of each section is 
introduced with a concept 
statement. 

Margin glossary terms 
support student 

understanding at the point 
of learning 

Check your learning 
questions are structured to 

Bloom’s taxonomy.  
Skill Builder questions 

scaffold syllabus science 
skills.  



Investigations are 
signposted at the point of 

learning.  

Icons 
highlight 

digital 
resources 
to support 
learning  



Key ideas 
summarise 

key 
concepts 

addressed 
in the 

section  

Worked 
examples 

assist students 
to apply 

processes and 
formulas 



Critical 
thinking 
and Go 
further 

questions 
extend 

students 
Questions 

use Stage 6 
key words 

to help 
student 

responses 

The chapter review 
introduces multiple 
choice questions 
preparing students 

for Stage 6 
examinations.  



Reflect 
encourages 

students to take 
charge of their 
own learning 
and conduct 

self-assessment 
on learning 
outcomes. 

Research 
offers 

preparation 
and prompts 

for the 
Student 

Research 
Project 



Skills lab practicals 
introduce laboratory work 

and key science skills  

Challenges introduce STEM 
concepts and ask students to 

apply critical thinking or 
problem solving skills.  



Investigations 
provide 

students with 
experiment 

style activities  

For each 
Skills Lab, 

Challenge or 
Investigation 

there is a 
worksheet, 

risk 
assessment 
and lab tech 

notes 
available 
digitally.  



Student Research Project  

The Student Research Project 
chapter is a stand-alone 
reference chapter.  
It acts as a guide for the Student 
Research Project including: 
 
• choosing a topic 
• conducting research safely 

and accurately 
• managing time 
• working in groups 
• communicating findings 

 



A quick tour of the new Student Skills books 
 

• Working Scientifically chapter 
introduces each of the six skills and 
provides opportunities for practice 
(one activity per skill, per chapter) 
 

• Literacy builders open each 
chapter (practice speaking, vocab, 
writing, comprehension etc.) 

 
• Skills labs conclude the chapters 

with a practical activity that requires 
students to engage with aim, 
method, materials etc. 
 

• Consolidation of science 
understanding and knowledge in 
each activity.  



Each activity targets one 
science skill through 
application questions.  

These questions progress 
throughout Stage 4 and 5 to 
prepare students for Stage 6.  



Each chapter concludes with a 
skills lab which brings 

multiple working scientifically 
skills together.  



Digital resources and purchasing options  

Oxford Insight Science for NSW is supported by a range of additional digital resources, 
including: 
• obook  
• assess  
• Teacher support. 



Digital resources and purchasing options  
 
obook is visually integrated with the printed Student book, enabling students to move 
seamlessly between print and digital products. It provides a range of additional teacher 
and student resources including:  
 
• Teacher notes 
• Answers 
• Practical worksheets (for each Investigation, Challenge or Skills lab)  
• Lab tech notes and risk assessments 
• Mock data and answers for each practical activity  
• Video tutorials 
• Revision notes for students 
• Quizlet qiuzzes  
• Markbook Differentiated worksheets to ensure every student is supported.  
 

These are all designed to help you feel confident that your students will be prepared for 
their internal and external assessment.  
 
 
 





Teacher support includes: 
 
• detailed teaching notes  
• answers to EVERY question and activity in the Student book 
• a range of additional worksheets (with answers) 
• editable class tests (with suggested answers) 

Schools that purchase Oxford 
resources receive FREE print 

Student Books for all teachers 
and ongoing access to all digital  
resources and teacher support. 

Students receive digital access 
for 27 months when purchasing 
print Student books – ideal for 

teaching Stage 4 and 5 
  



Sample content available now 

To access, visit oup.com.au/insight-sci 

Student book 
sample pages 
 
Student workbook 
sample pages  
 
Coming soon: 
Dashboard samples 



Oxford Insight Science for NSW  
(2nd edition) 

Format Price 

Student book + obook assess 
Print book with 2-years‘ digital access included 

PRINT + DIGITAL $89.95 

Student obook assess 
Digital book with 2-years’ digital access included 

DIGITAL $69.95 

Student obook assess MULTI 
Digital book that includes 3 x 2-years’ digital access 

DIGITAL $79.95 

Teacher obook assess* 
Digital book that includes access to additional teacher only 
resources. Ongoing access. 

DIGITAL $499.95 

Student Skills and Activity book  
4 colour write in print book that provides assessment support 

PRINT + DIGITAL $34.95 

Student Pack  
Stage 4: Student book & Skills and Activity book 
OR 
Stage 5: Student book & Skills and Activity book  

PRINT + DIGITAL $114.95 

* FREE ongoing access to Teacher obook assess with booklist or class set purchase 

If your school has a different purchasing model, ask our team about options 



Q & A 



What’s next? 

Contact your Education Consultant 
To learn more about Oxford Insight Science for NSW 2E, or to 
arrange to view full sample pages, please contact your local 
Secondary Education Consultant: 

oup.com.au/contact 



Your local Secondary Education Consultants 

Caly James 
Secondary Sales Manager 
caly.james@oup.com 
0413 745 855 

Sandra McLachlan 
Secondary Sales Consultant 
sandra.mclachlan@oup.com 
0411 759 608 

Catherine Stephenson 
State Sales Manager 
catherine.stephenson@oup.com 
0404 021 237 



Thank you for 
attending 
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